Abstract -We present fast and accurate simulations of optical metamaterials using surface integral equations and the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA). Problems are formulated with the electric and magnetic current combined-field integral equation and solved iteratively with MLFMA, which is parallelized using the hierarchical strategy on distributed-memory architectures. Realistic metamaterials involving dielectric, perfectly conducting, and plasmonic regions of finite extents are solved rigorously with the developed implementation without any periodicity assumptions. 
SURFACE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND MLFMA FOR OPTICAL META-MATERIALS
Following their successful implementations at microwave frequencies, it has been desirable to realize nanoscale metamaterials for various applications, such as cloaking, negative refraction, and subwavelength focusing, at optical frequencies. Some examples in the literature for optical metamaterials are long nanowires [1] - [3] , fishnet structures [4] , [5] , nanoscale coaxial waveguides, and metasurfaces. In the literature, computational analysis of these structures is dominated by volume formulations, although surface formulations can provide more efficient solutions since they require discretizations of only interfaces between different regions. Using fast solvers, such as the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA), three-dimensional metamaterials can be modeled very accurately without resorting to any periodicity assumptions. At microwave frequencies, major challenges in metamaterial simulations are ill-conditioned and multi-scale properties of these problems. By employing robust preconditioners [6] and broadband solvers [7] , we have been able to analyze reallife metamaterials involving large numbers of subwavelength units discretized with millions of unknowns [8] . At optical frequencies, metamaterial problems are usually better conditioned and nanoscale metamaterials contain less detailed unit cells compared to their microwave counterparts. But, for realistic simulations (e.g., taking into account the finite extent of realistic structures and fabrication errors), metamaterial problems need to be modeled with large numbers of unknowns. Hence, fast solvers and their parallel implementations are also required at optical frequencies.
It is well known that, depending on the frequency, metals may behave as plasmonic materials with finite negative permittivity values [9] . By carefully selecting correct branches [10] , it is relatively straightforward to apply surface integral equations derived for dielectric objects to plasmonics [11] , [12] . It is also possible to apply fast solvers, such as MLFMA, for different regions with arbitrary material properties, including negative permittivity and permeability values [13] , [14] . On the other hand, metamaterials at optical frequencies are often composite structures involving multiple (plas- by various dipole configurations. At 417 THz, the rods are modeled as perfectly conducting, whereas the box is lossy with a relative permittivity of 9.6 + 0.4i. The total electric field is plotted in the vicinity of the structure.
monic, lossless or lossy dielectric, perfectly conducting) parts. For such composite structures, which lead to tree structures of different sizes and properties, parallelization of MLFMA can be challenging and it requires special techniques, such as the asynchronous parallelization [15] . Recently, we developed hierarchical partitioning strategy for homogeneous dielectric objects with different material properties [16] , [17] . This strategy allows for fine-tuning the partitions of subdomains and their samples for efficient parallelizations on distributed-memory architectures. For a given tree structure associated with a medium, numbers of subdomains and field partitions can be adjusted for the best efficiency, considering the number of subdomains (that depends on the surfaces enclosing the medium) and the number of field samples (that depends on the medium parameters). Hence, the hierarchical strategy can also provide efficient parallelization of MLFMA for composite structures.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
As numerical examples, we consider simulations of optical metamaterials involving long metallic rods. This family of structures is known to provide wide-angle negative refraction for specific polarizations [1] - [3] . Problems are formulated with the electric and magnetic current combined-field integral equation (JMCFIE) and discretized with the Rao-Wilton-Glisson functions. This combination is known to provide accurate and stable iterative solutions of large-scale objects [18] . Fig. 1 depicts a relatively small metamaterial involving a total of 10 × 10 rectangular rods placed inside a dielectric box. The size of each rod is 0.06 × 0.06 × 3 μm and the size of the overall structure is 1.26 × 1.26 × 3.12 μm. At 417 THz, the rods are modeled as perfectly conducting, whereas the box is lossy with a relative permittivity of 9.6+0.4i. For numerical solutions, the problem is discretized with 156,516 unknowns. Fig. 2 presents the electric field in the vicinity of the structure on the z-x plane, when it is excited by Hertzian dipoles placed at 0.24 μm above the top surface. In the first column, only a y-directed dipole is used. In the second column, two dipoles in the y and −y directions are placed with 0.48 μm distance between them. Finally, in the third column, three dipoles in the y, −y, and y directions are placed with 0.24 μm intervals. In all cases, the electric field is plotted for the outer equivalent problem (host medium) in addition to the overall field distribution. It Figure 3 : Solutions of electromagnetics problems involving a large metamaterial structure excited by various sources. At 417 THz, the rods are modeled as perfectly conducting, whereas the box is lossy with a relative permittivity of 2.4 + 0.4i. The total electric field is plotted in the vicinity of the structure.
than −40 dB) is observed inside the structure for the outer problem, proving the high accuracy of the solutions. In the overall plots, it can be observed that the excitation shapes are transmitted along the structure [3] until the electromagnetic waves decay due to losses. In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the developed implementation, we consider very large transmission problems involving a total of 101×101 metallic rods placed inside a dielectric box. The overall dimension of the structure is 12.18 × 12.18 × 3.12 μm and it is discretized with 13,224,714 unknowns for simulations at 417 THz. The rods are again modeled as perfectly conducting, whereas the box is lossy with a relative permittivity of 2.4+0.4i. Table 1 lists the number of iterations (for 0.005 residual error), total processing time, and peak memory required for solutions when the structure is excited by various sources, i.e., two different configurations of Hertzian dipoles and two different electromagnetic beams created by complex-sourcepoint dipoles. The problems are solved by MLFMA with two digits of accuracy on 64 cores of a cluster of Intel Xeon Nehalem processors with 2.80 GHz clock rate. As shown in Table 1 , the total time is around 9 hours for each excitation. Fig. 3 depicts the total electric field in the vicinity of the structure, where the transmission properties are investigated for different excitations.
Finally, we demonstrate a negative refraction obtained by long metallic rods. We consider a 101 × 101 arrangement of 0.06 × 0.06 × 1.8 μm rods inside a 12.18 × 12.18 × 1.92 μm dielectric box. The structure is discretized with 8,216,880 unknowns for simulations at 417 THz. The rods are modeled as plasmonic with a relative permittivity of −8 + i, whereas the box is lossy with a relative permittivity of 1.2 + 0.1i. The structure is illuminated by V-polarized and H-polarized beams. The total processing time, including the setup and two iterative solutions (190 iterations), is less than 14 hours. Fig. 4 depicts the electric field in the input and output sides of the structure. For the Vpolarized beam, positive refraction occurs and the maximum electric field shifts in the positive direction. For the H-polarized beam, however, the shift is in the negative direction due to the negative refraction. These results are in agreement with theoretical, computational, and measurement results in the literature [1] , [2] .
